CHAPTER III

ANALYSIS

In the previous chapter the writer explained feminism theory that is used by the writer to answer some statement problems that made by the author to develop this thesis. Feminism theory is used to analyze mama’s importance roles while choosing her family’s better house in white neighborhood looked at from economic and social aspect. Existentialism used to analyze mama when she choose Calyborne Park as her house. Although, Calyborne Park is a danger place, but she choose it to find out pieces between black people and white people.

In this chapter the writer tries to answer in detail some problems in this thesis. First, the writer will see from economic aspect of mama while explain the life of mama or Lena younger with her family in their small apartment complete with the situation in the apartment. Explain the dream of mama or Lena younger before she receives insurance money and also after receive her husband’s insurance money. Third, the writer will see from social aspect while explain mama’s reason to still move into white neighborhood although there are some suggestion from her neighbor in their apartment not to move in there, from white people also give some choice to cancel younger’s family choice to move in there. And the last, the writer also provide Islamic point of view about attempts to achieve the dream.
In this analysis the writer try to apply the argument from Susan Robinow Gorsky about feminism, she said that feminist is a theory that present about women which explain about ideology of women to provide social aspect and economic aspect of women. In this study the writers focus on the importance roles that mama play to achieve her dream from social and economic aspect, because the analysis of this thesis concern about mama’s dream to have a better house not only can be formed by men as a head of family, but also mama as a single parent without husband can take the head positions of Mr. Younger that was died while can manage her husband’s insurance money that is looked from economic aspect. In the social aspect mama or Lena younger is black people who will get oppression from white people because of her decision to buy a house in Calyborne Park that is looked from social aspect.

3.1 The important roles that mama play to achieve her dream looked at from economic aspect

Younger family who live in a small apartment in Chicago get happiness news about check of Mr. Younger’s insurance money about 10000$ that will come, mama or Lena younger think that it is one of amazing way that god give for her family to achieve her dream. 10000$ is not little money, for her it is like get lottery without she look for that money will come easily. Lena has a plan that she will use some of it to buy a better house of her family. Because just it the only one of mama’s expectation to buy a house. Lena think it is impossible that she can buy a house from other way
like go to work or from her son Walter. But Ruth one of her child asks her to go to holiday because long time Lena just stays at home.

MAMA Somebody would of thought my children done all but starved to death the way they talk about money here late. Child, we got a great big old check coming tomorrow.

RUTH (Sincerely, but also self-righteously) Now that’s your money. It ain’t got nothing to do with me. We all feel like that—Walter and Bennie and me—even Travis.

MAMA (Thoughtfully, and suddenly very far away) Ten thousand dollars—

RUTH Sure is wonderful.

MAMA Ten thousand dollars.

RUTH You know what you should do, Miss Lena? You should take yourself a trip somewhere. To Europe or South America or someplace—

MAMA (Throwing up her hands at the thought) Oh, child!

RUTH I’m serious. Just pack up and leave! Go on away and enjoy yourself some. Forget about the family and have yourself a ball for once in your life—(act 1 scene 1 page 28)

Ruth think that 10000$ is mama’s money, just not for her children. Moreover, Ruth asks her to go to Europe or South America to circum around the world that Lena chooses. Ruth also remains Lena to forget about her family.

From the quotation above, it’s mean that Although Ruth asks her to use that money to happiness activity like go to holiday; Lena has some big purpose to use that money. First, Lena wants to use some of Mr. younger insurance money to benetha’s school payment, she wants her daughter be a good career woman who can make her
family’s economic better. Second, Lena will use some other that money to buy a new house. Some of that money will saved in bank to necessity in the future.

MAMA I ain’t rightly decided. *(Thinking. She speaks now with emphasis)* Some of it got to be put away for Beneatha and her schoolin’—and ain’t nothing going to touch that part of it. Nothing. *(She waits several seconds, trying to make up her mind about something, and looks at RUTH a little tenatively before going on)* Been thinking that we maybe could meet the notes on a little old two-story somewhere, with a yard where Travis could play in the summertime, if we use part of the insurance for a down payment and everybody kind of pitch in. I could maybe take on a little day work again, few days a week. *(act scene 1 page 29)*

Mama tells to Ruth about her decided about insurance money. Mama say some of that use to Benetha’s school payment, some other used to pay new house which described by mama about her dream house, like there is a yard to Travis play in summertime.

From the dialogue above we can know the goodness of mama. While she try decide that money rightly. She acquiesce herself to happiness of her children. The first importance roles that mama play to achieve her dream looked at economic aspect is mama’s decision of mama to manage her husband’s insurance money with amount of 10000$.

MAMA Listen to me, now. I say I been wrong, son. That I been doing to you what the rest of the world been doing to you. *(She turns off the radio)* Walter—*(She stops and he looks up slowly at her and she meets his eyes pleadingly)* What you ain’t never understood is that I ain’t got nothing, don’t own nothing, ain’t never really wanted nothing that wasn’t for you. There ain’t nothing as precious to me … There ain’t nothing worth holding on to, money, dreams, nothing else—if it means—if it means it’s going to destroy my boy. *(She takes an
envelope out of her handbag and puts it in front of him and he watches her without speaking or moving) I paid the man thirty-five hundred dollars down on the house. That leaves sixty-five hundred dollars. Monday morning I want you to take this money and take three thousand dollars and put it in a savings account for Beneatha’s medical schooling. (act 2 scene 2 page 65)

At the moment mama tell to Walter about decide of his father insurance money. Mama tells to Walter that her own happiness is not priority. But dream, money is the priority. Then mama gives an envelope to Walter and explains about the purpose of that money.

From the dialogue above we can see the goodness of mama while decide her money amount 10000$. She uses 3500$ to pay her house in Calyborne Park, she uses 3000$ for Benetha’s school and the other will save in the bank. She not use her husband’s insurance money to herself happiness. She tries to decide it legally. Hopefully, she can achieve her dream and make her children’s future better. Means that, she wants Benetha can continue her medical school and be a doctor for her generation. For black people especially for women at the time is not usual to being a success women or career women. So if Benetha can be a doctor it is the proudest thing.

The second important roles that mama play to achieve her dream looked at economic aspect is the coming of Bobo when younger family already to packed her things to move in new house in Calyborne Park there is a bad news from Bobo (Walter’s friend) who tells Walter that his money that invested in Willy was corrupt
and lost at all including Benetha’s money, saving money and except money to pay a new house because have use to pay early.

BOBO (In sudden angry, frightened agony) What’s the matter with you, Walter! When a cat take off with your money he don’t leave you no road maps!

WALTER (Turning madly, as though he is looking for WILLY in the very room) Willy! … Willy … don’t do it … Please don’t do it … Man, not with that money … Man, please, not with that money … Oh, God … Don’t let it be true … (He is wandering around, crying out for WILLY and looking for him or perhaps for help from God) Man … I trusted you … Man, I put my life in your hands … (He starts to crumple down on the floor as RUTH just covers her face in horror ( act 2 scene 3 page 77)

Bobo explain to Walter that Willy was gone. At the beginning Walter still confuse with Bobo’s talking until Bobo start to angry and tell that his money was lost because Willy does not give map to Walter about where his business do. So Walter and Bobo cannot look for Willy any times. Willy Harris is Walter’s friend who appoint Walter about big luck in liquor store business until Walter believe about Willy then invest entire money of his father insurance money amount 6500$.

Although that money was given by mama to save in the bank but Walter use it without talk with mama.

MAMA (To WALTER) Son—(She goes to him, bends down to him, talks to his bent head) Son … Is it gone? Son, I gave you sixty-five hundred dollars. Is it gone? All of it? Beneatha’s money too?

WALTER (Lifting his head slowly) Mama … I never … went to the bank at all …
MAMA (Not wanting to believe him) You mean … your sister’s school money … you used that too … Walter? … WALTER Yessss! All of it … It’s all gone … (act 2 scene 3 page 77)

Walter explain to mama that he never go to bank to save that money but he go to Willy to invest it. Mama surprise and directly asks about Benetha’s money. Suddenly Benetha’s money also used by Walter and of course lost at all. From Walter’s problem younger family did not has saving money. This condition makes mama still be able to cancel her decision to move in Calyborne Park. But mama in this story makes me proud of her. In front her children she can give support to still have spirit.

Next important roles that mama play to achieve her dream looked at the economic aspect is Walter tries to call Mr. Karl Linder to invite him to his apartment to negotiate that he and his family cancelled to move and wants that his money come back bigger than before,

WALTER (At last crosses to LINDNER, who is reviewing the contract) Well, Mr. Lindner. (BENEATHA turns away) We called you—(There is a profound, simple groping quality in his speech)—because, well, me and my family (He looks around and shifts from one foot to the other) Well—we are very plain people … LINDNER Yes— WALTER I mean—I have worked as a chauffeur most of my life—and my wife here, she does domestic work in people’s kitchens. So does my mother. I mean—we are plain people … LINDNER Yes, Mr. Younger—
WALTER (Really like a small boy, looking down at his shoes and then up at the man)
And—uh—well, my father, well, he was a laborer most of his life…. (act 3 page 88)

Walter explains the background of his family especially about work. In that conversation we know that Walter is a driver and Ruth his wife is a house who usually do something in the kitchen and save their son Travis. Walter also explain about his father’s work in his life. Mr. younger is a laborer in his life and his children very proud of him

But After arrival of Mr. Karl Lindner, suddenly younger family tell that they still going to move in calyborne park. Exactly younger family invite Lindner to talk about her decision to still move

MAMA I am afraid you don’t understand. My son said we was going to move and there ain’t nothing left for me to say. (Briskly) You know how these young folks is nowadays, mister. Can’t do a thing with ’em! (As he opens his mouth, she rises) Good-bye. (act 3 page 88)

From the explanation above some economic problems comes to mama’s life to convince her dream come true, first the lost of younger’s money that used by Walter to invest in liquor store, second is ambition of Walter Lee to invest all of that money in liquor store. Some problems that come for mama makes mama be wise mother. When her money lost she try to make her family believed that money can they look for if they stay together. It also can look when Walter still is able to think
that negotiate with Mr. Karl Lindner to cancel to move in Calyborne Park is lucky opportunity to get much money but mama can change her child opinion and finally they are moved.

3.2 The important roles that mama play to achieve her dream looked at social aspect

As said in front of this thesis, the analysis of this thesis not only talk about economic aspect of while mama achieve her dream but also the social aspect. The social aspect in this context means that her family, her neighbor in apartment and her new neighbor in her new house too. Some of her social environment almost try to cancel mama’s dream decision to have better house in Calyborne Park.

Mama whose full name is Mrs. Lena younger is a single mother for a daughter and a son. They are Walter Lee and Benetha younger, their father Mr. younger was died a month ago. Lena and her family lived together in a small apartment in Chicago. Not only Benetha younger, Walter Lee and Lena younger who lived in that apartment, but also Travis (a son of Walter Lee) and Ruth (Walter’s wife).

Weariness has, in fact, won in this room. Everything has been polished, washed, sat on, used, scrubbed too often. All pretenses but living itself have long since vanished from the very atmosphere of this room. Moreover, a section of this room, for it is not really a room unto itself, though the landlord’s lease would make it seem so, slopes backward to provide a small kitchen area, where the family prepares the meals that are eaten in the living room proper, which must also serve as dining room. The single window that has been provided for these “two” rooms is located in this kitchen area.
The sole natural light the family may enjoy in the course of a day is only that which fights its way through this little window.
(act 1 scene 1 page 17)

We can know the condition in that small apartment. There is only a window in their apartment. We can imagine the darkness of that apartment, but younger family enjoyed each moment in there together. In that small apartment there are just two small bedrooms, a small kitchen and no toilet there.

Lena and her family is not rich people who can live in a comfort house as we know that she is a widow and her son Walter does not have job yet and her daughter Benetha is student. So she just a single parents without job. As a usual people Lena wants to have a big house like people as usual. She has a dream that she wants to have a house with a garden and each people has a private bedroom alone without share with each other like in the apartment.

At left, a door leads to a bedroom which is shared by MAMA and her daughter, BENEATHA. At right, opposite, is a second room (which in the beginning of the life of this apartment was probably a breakfast) which serves as bedroom for Walter and his wife Ruth.(act 1scene 1 page 17)

The circumstance like the dialogue above makes mama or Lena younger have a big dream to have a better house with a garden that can used by her children and her grandchild to play together. Because in her apartment is too small to play or do other activity. In fact for bedroom she must share with each other and Travis sleep in the living room.
Lena younger or we can know her in that drama with called mama because she is a single mother for her two children and a grandmother mother for Travis her grandchild. In a small apartment she lives with four other people. In a small house Lena feel not comfort because too small. At the beginning Lena has a plan that she wants to have a better house but she does not know what mama money that will use to buy a new house. Suddenly check of Mr. younger insurance money amount 10000$ will come. That is the way mama can achieve her dream. mama tells to her children about new house that she buy with her husband’s insurance money Mr. younger.

RUTH Where is it?
MAMA (Frightened at this telling). Well—well—it’s out there in Clybourne Park—(RUTH’S radiance fades abruptly, and WALTER finally turns slowly to face his mother with incredulity and hostility)
Where? ( act 2 scene 1 page 57)

From the dialogue above Ruth asks to mama about place that choose as their new house. Ruth and Walter who sits behind mama surprised when mama tells the house is in Calyborne Park.

A comfortable house was Lena’s prepared for her family, but the reality is different with Lena’s thinking. Ruth and other younger family think that their new house is a danger place and not comfort place, because white people and black people cannot stay together. There are many treats of white people. So Lena’s children think
Calyborne Park is bad environment for younger family. Mama tries to explain to her children that in Calyborne Park they can live quietly and will create peaceful to environment there

RUTH Clybourne Park? Mama, there ain’t no colored people living in Clybourne Park.
MAMA (Almost idiotically) Well, I guess there’s going to be some now.
WALTER (Bitterly) So that’s the peace and comfort you went out and bought for us today!
MAMA (Raising her eyes to meet his finally) Son—I just tried to find the nicest place for the least amount of money for my family (act 2 scene 1 page 57)

Ruth surprise when mama talk that calyborne park is her new house because no color people living there but mama give response that Calyborne park nicest place that mama choose for the least of that money.

Calyborne Park is a place that Lena chooses as an environment where she and her family will be got a better life than in her small apartment. But her children disagree with mama’s choice with the reason Calyborne Park is places of white people and they afraid that there is hostility between white and people if the live there. But Lena thinks that in Calyborne park cheaper that other house, Because Lena decide 10000$ not only for buy house but also Benetha’s school payment. So, she tries to can manage that money carefully. Lena still tries to make her children believe with her choice. Lena think a house in there suitable with her dream’s house.

RUTH Lena?
MAMA (Moved, watching her happiness) Yes, honey?
RUTH (*Looking off*) Is there—is there a whole lot of sunlight?
MAMA (*Understanding*) Yes, child, there’s a whole lot of sunlight (act 2 scene 1 page 58)

From the some dialogues above we can see the first importance roles that mama play to achieve her dream looks at the social aspect is some of other younger families disagree with mama’s decision to choose Calyborne Park as their new house. But she can manage her children main set.

The second important roles that mama play to achieve her dream looks at the social aspect is arrival of Mrs. Johnson (neighbor of younger family in apartment) who tells about bombed in Calyborne Park from white people to black people because living together

In a fresh morning when Lena and Ruth stay at home there is a visitor come to Lena’s apartment. She is Mrs. Johnson one of Lena’s neighbor in apartment. Mrs. Johnson has a bad news that she finds in a newspaper about Calyborne Park.

JOHNSON Oh honey, I can’t stay hardly a minute—I just dropped in to see if there was anything I could do. (*Accepting the food easily*) I guess y’all seen the news what’s all over the colored paper this week …
MAMA No—didn’t get mine yet this week (.act 2 scene 1 page 60)

Mrs. Johnson tell Lena and Ruth about bad phenomenon in Calyborne Park whereas this incident can be review for younger family to think again to move in
calyborne park because as said by Mrs. Johnson in that dialogue there is a house of black people that was bombed by white people. As a good neighbor Mrs. Johnson does not want that younger family will get same incident with people in that news.

JOHNSON (*Accepting the coffee*) Where’s Brother tonight?
MAMA He’s lying down.
JOHNSON Mmmmmm, he sure gets his beauty rest, don’t he? Good-looking man. Sure is a good looking man! (*Reaching out to pat RUTH’S stomach again*) I guess that’s how come we keep on having babies around here. (*She winks at MAMA*)
One thing ’bout Brother, he always know how to have a good time. And sooooo ambitious! I bet it was his idea y’all moving out to Calyborne Park. Lord—I bet this time next month y’all’s names will have been in the papers plenty—(*Holding up her hands to mark off each word of the headline she can see in front of her*)
“NEGROES INVADE CLYBOURNE PARK—BOMBED!”
MAMA (*She and RUTH look at the woman in amazement*) We ain’t exactly moving out there to get bombed.
JOHNSON Oh, honey—you know I’m praying to God every day that don’t nothing like that happen! But you have to think of life like it is—and these here Chicago peckerwoods is some baaaad peckerwoods.
MAMA (*Wearily*) we done thought about all that Mis’ Johnson. (*act 2 scene 1 page 62*)

Mrs. Johnson suggests to younger family to think again to move there but mama does not respect it. Lena still think that she and her family moving out not to get bombed accident, but she wants to have a better house for rest. So she never afraid will get same incident if they moved in Calyborne park.

*MAMA (*Wearily*) we done thought about all that Mis’ Johnson

(*act 2 scene 1 page 62*)
The third important roles that mama play to achieve her dream looks at the social aspect is arrival of Mr. Karl Lindner for the first time to remain younger family especially at the time there are Ruth, Walter and Benetha in their apartment. Mr. Karl Lindner tells about his offer, hopefully younger family cancelled to move in Calyborne Park. It is also one of problems that can make mama and her family cancel her dream to move in Calyborne Park.

LINDNER Oh—yes. Thank you. (He slides the briefcase and hat under the chair) And as I was saying—I am from the Clybourne Park Improvement Association and we have had it brought to our attention at the last meeting that you people—or at least your mother—has bought a piece of residential property at—(He digs for the slip of paper again)—four o six Clybourne Street ...( act 2 scene 3 page 70)

Mr. Karl Lindner is one of representative people from Calyborne Park Improvement Association that come to younger family. At beginning Lindner look for Lena younger but Lena stay outside for some activity. So he try to extend his purpose come to younger’s apartment. Lindner try to explain that Lena’s dream is not see the condition of her family about who is them. Means that, Lena’s dream to has better house in Calyborne Park is not good choice.

LINDNER Well—you see our community is made up of people who’ve worked hard as the dickens for years to build up that little community. They’re not rich and fancy people; just hardworking, honest people who don’t really have much but those little homes and a dream of the kind of community they want to raise their children in. Now, I don’t say we are perfect and there is a lot wrong in some of the things they want. But
you’ve got to admit that a man, right or wrong, has the right to want to have the neighborhood he lives in a certain kind of way. And at the moment the overwhelming majority of our people out there feel that people get along better, take more of a common interest in the life of the community, when they share a common background. I want you to believe me when I tell you that race prejudice simply doesn’t enter into it. It is a matter of the people of Clybourne Park believing, rightly or wrongly, as I say, that for the happiness of all concerned that our Negro families are happier when they live in their own communities (act 2 scene 3 page 70)

Karl Lindner says that calyborne park is a place for working hard people, honest people and fancy people. In calyborne park there is no rich people but each people have a big dream to their children. And also as said by Lindner above people who lived in Calyborne park wants that people who lived there that will be their neighbor must come from same race because they think easier to share their background identity to neighbor who have similar race. it’s mean that Lindner remain younger family that younger family and people in calyborne park is not similar race. So that, people who live there will not comfort if they life together. This arrival of Karl Lindner try to convince mama’s dream to move in Calyborne Park with say that younger family is not work hard people who not suitable to live together with people in calyborne Park who has work hard..

LINDNER (Putting on his glasses and drawing a form out of the briefcase) Our association is prepared, through the collective effort of our people, to buy the house from you at a financial gain to your family. RUTH Lord have mercy, ain’t this the living gall!
WALTER All right, you through?
LINDNER Well, I want to give you the exact terms of the financial arrangement— (act 2 scene 3 page 71)

From the dialogue above we can see that Lindner in his organization have prepared much money to buy younger’s new house in calyborne park, hopefully younger will give their new house to Lindner or with the other statement Lindner ask younger family to cancelled her decision to move in calyborne park. Lindner think that younger family who come from low people can buy by much money from his organization. But the reality is not like Lindner thought. Mama as single parent and black people very defend with anything that she choose like house in Calyborne Park.

WALTER We don’t want to hear no exact terms of no arrangements. I want to know if you got any more to tell us ‘bout getting together?
LINDNER (Taking off his glasses) Well—I don’t suppose that you feel …
WALTER Never mind how I feel—you got any more to say ‘bout how people ought to sit down and talk to each other? … Get out of my house, man. (He turns his back and walks to the door) ( act 2 scene 3 page 72)

Walter disagree with the financial arrangement that Mr. Karl Lindner bring to buy younger’s new house. Not only Walter but also Ruth and Benetha also think same like Walter. It’s mean that younger family will move to Calyborne Park although they get some threat and suggestion about the danger of Calyborne Park.
All of younger families agree to move in calyborne although Mr. Karl Linder people from Improvement Association of calyborne park have remain younger family. Another problem comes to younger family when Bobo one of Walter friends comes to younger apartment. Bobo tells to Walter about Willy Harris. Willy Haris is also one of Walter’s friend who bring 6500$ younger’s money. Walter invest 6500$ for his father’s insurance money to liquor store. As we know at the beginning Walter wants that his father’s insurance money to achieve his dream to have a business in liquor store. But his wife and also his mother forbid Walter’s dream with the logic’s reason. So when mama ask him to save 6500$ to the bank with details that 3000$ will used to Benetha’s school and 3500$ to savings future but Walter does not save that money at the bank. In fact, Walter give that money to Willy Harris his friend without talk with his mother Lena. And now Bobo tells to Walter that Willy bring Walter’s money lost, because does not come to the station as they prepared to meet.

Benetha disappointed with Walter’s attitude because in that money there is 3000$ for Benetha’s school payment if now that money lost at all so Benetha cannot continue her education. Mama also confuse because her family does not have saving money until she have a think that she will cancelled her decision to move in calyborne park and sell that house to Karl Linder. Lena’s opinion also supported by Walter his son.

BENEATHA (Suddenly) Lindner!
WALTER That’s right! That’s good. I told him to come right over.
BENEATHA (Fiercely, understanding) For what? What do you want to see him for!
WALTER (Looking at his sister) We going to do business with him. (act 3 page 84)

Walter try to call Karl Lindner to ask him to come to younger’s apartment to do a business. As said in the dialogue below that Walter call Lindner to approve with Lindner organization financial arrangement.

WALTER Called him to tell him to come on over to the show. Gonna put on a show for the man. Just what he wants to see. You see, Mama, the man came here today and he told us that them people out there where you want us to move—well they so upset they willing to pay us not to move! (He laughs again) And—and oh, Mama you would of been proud of the way me and Ruth and Bennie acted. We told him to get out … Lord have mercy! We told the man to get out! Oh, we was some proud folks this afternoon, yeah. (He lights a cigarette) We were still full of that old-time stuff …(act 3 page 84)

At beginning Mama have thinking to cancel her decision to move in Calyborne Park but mama think it’s not suitable to her to cancel it because of money. It is possible thinking for choose because younger family does not money to future.

MAMA You making something inside me cry, son. Some awful pain inside me.
WALTER Don’t cry, Mama. Understand. That white man is going to walk in that door able to write checks for more money than we ever had. It’s important to him and I’m going to help him … I’m going to put on the show, Mama.
MAMA Son—I come from five generations of people who was slaves and sharecroppers—but ain’t nobody in my family never let nobody pay ’em no money that was a way of telling us we wasn’t fit to walk the earth. We ain’t never been that poor.
(Raising her eyes and looking at him) We ain’t never been that—dead inside. (act 3 page 85)

From the quotation above we can know that mama disagree with Walter’s opinion to negotiate with Lindner because as mama’s said above Lena is come from five generation of slaves and sharecroppers but nobody in her generation who wants accepts money when their life full of problem. That is the importance roles that mama play to achieve her dream looked at social aspect. First, Lena move to Calyborne Park not for to bombed as said by Mrs. Johnson but she wants to have better rest place for her family’s future. Second Lena does not wants much money from Lindner although her economics’ condition is bad, it is because she is not people who can pay by other people to follow that people’s wants. Lena believes that togetherness of her family will be used to fight some problems that she faces.

3.3 Attempt to achieve dreams in Islamic View

Each person in this world has different dreams in their life and has different way to catch their come true. Easy or difficult way will be through to make dream come true. Whatever the way that chooses to achieve the dream as we believe in Islamic perspective our effort will be success if we are never giving up. As said by our god Allah SWT “man jadda wajada”. Each people who do everything in this life to catch the dream will be meeting the success in the beautiful way. So nothing effort without success.
Another resources is come from Al Qur’an in one of surah in Al-Qur’an Allah said “ la tahzan innallaha ma’ana” which is have meaning do not never give up if you have a dream in the way you achieve it or in we have some problems to solve it. If we wants to doing something for it and also pray for God Allah will be give it. And Allah always stay with people who wants to attempt in their life to make their business success.

Allah also said that if we as a slaves of Allah as our god wants to ask to Allah in other word we can say wants to pray ask to Allah to make our dream come true and also make our business success Allah will be give it to us as long as we ask.

As we see in that drama, mama as a widow without husband can manage 10000$ insurance money to buy a house although she must solve some problems until she can move in her new house without treat from other people. She still hold out with her choice though her children disagree and her family’s economy decrease because Walter’s attitude.